A class __ usually has a stone in one of the school's colors
The senior class usually votes on a __ to be their graduation anthem
You have to meet specific qualifications in order to __ in the ceremony
__ size can vary from dozens to hundreds
The valedictorian is ranked __ in their class
Graduation __ are usually black or in the school's colors
Schedule your graduation __ so your friends and relatives can attend
Students may win __ for different achievements
Get your __ portrait taken in the summer before you graduate
Move your __ from the right side to the left when the principal says so
After high school many graduates go off to __ or trade school
As you cross the stage you may receive only a symbolic paper __
Best __ Forever!
GED stands for __ Education Development
There will be lots of __ and cheering
Commencement is another word for a graduation __
Make sure you've taken all the __ classes so you can graduate
The principal and the top student usually make __ at the ceremony
Be sure to send out ___ cards for any gifts you receive
The annual or __ is a great way to remember your school years
There is usually an informal __ before the actual ceremony
Some companies offer __ sweats, mugs and other merchandise
Some __ schools have fifth or sixth grade graduations
The cap is actually called a __
Colleges will want to see copies of your high school ___
Pomp and __ is a favorite graduation march by Sir Edward Elgar
The __ is student who is second in class rankings
Graduation ___ should be mailed at least six weeks before the ceremony
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